We introduce an associative algebra B R , whose exchange properties are inferred from the scattering processes in integrable models with reflecting boundary conditions in 1+1 space-time dimensions. We investigate the basic properties of B R and some natural generalizations of it. The Fock representations associated with certain involutions in B R are also derived. As an application of these results we explicitly construct the scattering matrix of the above mentioned models and prove its unitarity as an operator in the Hilbert space of states.
Introduction
Factorized scattering theory [5, 12, 23] represents one of the most efficient approaches to integrable models in 1+1 space-time dimensions. The algebraic features of this theory are encoded in the Zamolodchikov-Faddeev (Z-F) algebra [5, 23] , denoted in what follows by A R . This is an associative algebra, whose generators satisfy quadratic constraints, known as exchange relations. The Fock representation of A R equipped with an appropriate involution describes the scattering processes in integrable models. In this respect one should recall first that the Fock space contains two dense subspaces whose elements are interpreted as asymptotic in-and out-states. Second, the S-matrix can be explicitly constructed as a unitary operator interpolating between the asymptotic inand out-spaces.
In a pioneering paper from the middle of the eighties, Cherednik [3] suggested a possible generalization of factorized scattering theory to integrable models with reflecting boundary conditions, which preserve integrability. The recent efforts to gain a deeper insight in various boundary-related two-dimensional phenomena, stimulated further investigations [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 15, [19] [20] [21] [22] in this subject. Among others, we would like to mention the attempts to develop an algebraic approach. One of the basic ideas there is to extend the Z-F algebra by introducing [7] [8] [9] "boundary creating" (also called "reflection") operators, which formally translate in algebraic terms the nontrivial boundary conditions. In spite of the great progress in treating particular models, the fundamental features of the boundary operators and their interplay with the "bulk" theory are still to be investigated. This is among the main purposes of the present paper.
We start our analysis by introducing an exchange algebra B R , which in the above spirit contains both boundary and bulk generators. The latter have a counterpart in A R , but we shall see that the exchange of two bulk generators of B R involves in general boundary elements. The impact of the boundary on the bulk theory is therefore manifest already on the algebraic level. The detailed boundary conditions are specified on the level of representation. In analogy to the case without boundary, it turns out that the Fock representations of B R provide the right framework for constructing the scattering operator. We will show below that there exist two series of Fock representations, depending on certain involutions in B R . We shall construct these representations explicitly, establishing also their basic properties. As an application of these results, we will perform a detailed and rigorous investigation of the S-matrix of integrable models in the presence of reflecting boundaries.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define the exchange algebra B R and investigate some of its basic features. We introduce the concept of reflection B Ralgebra and the related notion of reflection automorphism. At the end of this section we describe also a family of natural generalizations of B R . Section 3 is devoted to the Fock representations of B R . Finally, section 4 concerns the explicit construction of the scattering operator.
This article brings together and extends the results independently obtained by the present authors in [18] and [24] .
The Exchange Algebra B R
We introduce below the algebra B R in a slightly more general context, then needed in factorized scattering with reflecting boundaries in 1+1 space-time dimensions.
By definition B R is an associative algebra with identity element 1. The bulk and the boundary generators, mentioned in the introduction, will be denoted by {a α (x), a * α (x) : α = 1, ..., N, x ∈ R s } and {b β α (x) : α, β = 1, ..., N, x ∈ R s } respectively. For convenience we divide the constraints among the generators in three groups:
(i) bulk exchange relations are quadratic in the bulk generators and read
In the above equations and in what follows the summation over repeated upper and lower indices is always understood. The entries of the exchange factor R are complex valued measurable functions on R s × R s , obeying the difference is that the elements {b β α (x)} do not commute in general and consequently their position in (2.4) is essential. Notice also that {b β α (x)} close a subalgebra of B R , which presents by itself some interest [21] . Finally, eqs. (2.5,6) express the interplay between {a α (x), a * α (x)} and {b β α (x)}. Two straightforward examples, denoted by B ± , correspond to the constant solutions
of (2.7,8) and represent in the above context the counterparts of the canonical (anti)commutation relations. We emphasize that also in the relatively simple cases of B ± , the right hand side of eq. 
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Provided that m ∈ M satisfies 
the bar indicating complex conjugation.
In this paper we shall concentrate on the following specific type of B R -algebras.
We call the boundary generators {b β
hold. In this case we refer to B R as reflection exchange algebra. The condition (2.14) is I m -invariant and one easily proves Proposition 1. Let B R be a reflection exchange algebra. Then the mapping In what follows ̺ is called the reflection automorphism of B R . Besides encoding some essential features of any reflection exchange algebra, ̺ has a direct physical interpretation in scattering theory: it provides a mathematical description of the intuitive physical picture that bouncing off a reflecting boundary, particles change the sign of their rapidities. In fact, the two elements a * α (−x) and a * β (x)b α β (x) are ̺-equivalent,
This relation in our framework is the counterpart of a heuristic equation (see for example eq.(3.22) of [9] ), conjectured in many papers dealing with the algebraic aspects of factorized scattering with reflecting boundaries. In the next section we will show that the ̺-equivalence becomes actually an equality in the Fock representation of {B R , I m }.
For proving this statement we will use the relations
whose validity follows directly from eqs.(2.1-3,5,6,14).
Before concluding this section, we would like to introduce a whole class of more general exchange algebras which can be treated in the above way. The idea is to replace the reflection x → −x, which plays a special role in defining B R , with any almost everywhere differentiable mapping λ :
x → x, satisfying the iterative functional equation
The resulting exchange algebras will be denoted by B R,λ and are characterized by the following constraints: the relations (2.1,2) remain unchanged, whereas (2.3-6) take the
(2.24)
Here λ ′ (x) denotes the Jacobian matrix of the function λ. The results of this section regarding B R can be transferred with obvious modifications to B R,λ . For the complete set of solutions of eq.(2.21) we refer to [13] . When s = 1 for instance, the mapping λ can be any almost everywhere differentiable function in R whose graph is symmetric
Summarizing, we introduced so far the exchange algebra B R and some natural generalizations of it. We defined also a set of involutions in B R , which are useful in representation theory. Focusing on reflection type B R -algebras, we shall construct in the next section the relative Fock representations.
Fock Representations
We consider in this paper representations of {B R , I m } with the following general structure.
1. The representation space L is a locally convex and complete topological linear space over C. is realized as a conjugation with respect to < · , · > m .
The generators {a
A Fock representation of {B R , I m } is specified further by the following requirement.
There exists a vector (vacuum state
There is a series of direct but quite important corollaries from the above assumptions. Let us start with Proposition 2. The automorphism ̺ of any reflection B R -algebra is implemented in the above Fock representations by the identity operator.
Proof. First of all we observe that
where P and P ′ are arbitrary polynomials. In fact, by means of eq.(2.19) one can shift the curly bracket to the vacuum and use that a α (x) annihilate Ω. Now the cyclicity of Ω, combined with the properties of < · , · > m , allow to replace P ′ [a * ]Ω by an arbitrary state ϕ ∈ D. A further conjugation leads to
also holds on D. Finally, taking in consideration eq.(2.17) we deduce that ̺ is indeed implemented by the identity operator.
For describing some further characteristic features of the Fock representations of
The requirement 3 implies that
which is the analog of condition (2.13) regarding the exchange factor R.
Two other simple consequences of our assumptions 1-4 above are collected in Proposition 3. The vacuum vector Ω is unique (up to a phase factor) and satisfies
Proof. The uniqueness of the vacuum is standard. Eq.(3.7) can be inferred from the identity
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P being an arbitrary polynomial. In order to prove eq.(3.8) we shift by a conjugation the polynomial to the first factor in the right hand side of (3.8) and apply afterwards the exchange relation (2.6) and eq.(3.5). For concluding the argument one also employs that Ω is cyclic and < · , · > m is continuous and nondegenerate.
Combining eq.(3.7) with the fact that a α (x) annihilate Ω, we conclude that 
We thus recover at the level of Fock representation the original boundary Yang-Baxter equation [3] . In addition, when one is dealing with reflection algebras, eq.(2.15) implies
(3.10)
In this case we refer to B as reflection matrix. Our first step will be to introduce the n-particle subspace H n R,B of F R,B;m . For this purpose we consider
equipped with the standard scalar product
For n ≥ 1 the n-particle space H n R,B we are looking for, will be a subspace of the n-fold tensor power H ⊗n , characterized by a suitable projection operator P (n) R,B . The ingredients for constructing P (n) R,B are essentially two: a specific finite group and its representation in H ⊗n , defined in terms of the exchange factor R and the reflection matrix B. Let us concentrate first on the group. In the case of A R , this was [16] simply the permutation group P n . The physics behind B R suggest to enlarge in this case the group by adding a reflection generator. More precisely, we consider the group W n generated by {τ, σ i : i = 1, ..., n − 1} which satisfy
W n is the Weyl group associated with the root systems of the classical Lie algebra B n and has 2 n n! elements. Although it contains no permutations,
We turn now to the representation of W n in H ⊗n . Observing that any element ϕ ∈ H ⊗n can be viewed as a column whose entries are ϕ α 1 ···α n (x 1 , . . . , x n ), we define the operators {T (n) , S (n) i : i = 1, ..., n − 1} acting on H ⊗n according to:
The hat in eqs. (3.18,19) indicates that the corresponding symbol must be omitted. For implementing eqs.(3.16,17) on the whole H ⊗n , we assume at this stage that the matrix elements R β 1 β 2 α 1 α 2 (x 1 , x 2 ) and B β α (x) are bounded functions. We are now in position to prove 
defines a representation of W n in H ⊗n . Moreover,
is a bounded projection operator in H ⊗n .
Proof. The main point is to show that {T (n) , S By construction the elements of H n R,B behave as follows:
24)
We take H n R,B to be the n-particle space of F R,B;m . Setting H 0 R,B = C 1 , we introduce also the finite particle space F 0 R,B;m (H) as the (complex) linear space of sequences ϕ = ϕ (0) , ϕ (1) , ..., ϕ (n) , ... with ϕ (n) ∈ H n R,B and ϕ (n) = 0 for n large enough. The vacuum state is Ω = (1, 0, ..., 0, ...). 
At this point we define on
α 1 ···α n (x 1 , ..., x n ) = √ n + 1 d s x f †α 0 (x)ϕ (n+1) α 0 α 1 ···α n (x, x 1 , ..., x n ) , (3.25) [a * (f )ϕ] (n) α 1 ···α n (x 1 , ..., x n ) = √ n P (n) R,B f ⊗ ϕ (n−1) α 1 ···α n (x 1 , ..., x n ) ,(3.a(f )ψ (n) ≤ √ n f ψ (n) , a * (f )ψ (n) ≤ √ n P (n+1) R,B f ψ (n) ,(3.
27)
· being the L 2 -norm. Therefore a(f ) and a * (f ) are bounded on each H n R,B . The right hand side of eq.(3.26) can be given an alternative form by implementing explicitly the action of P (n) R,B . The resulting expression is a bit complicated, but since in some cases it might be instructive, we give it for completeness:
We turn now to the boundary generators, defining b β α (x) as the multiplicative operator whose action on F 0 R,B;m (H) is given by eq.(3.7) and Assuming that M(R, B) = ∅, we proceed further by implementing the involutions {I m : m ∈ M(R, B)}. For this purpose we have to construct a sesquilinear form < · , · > m on D, such that the mapping (2.10-12) is realized as the conjugation with respect < · , · > m . Let us consider the following form on D: It turns out [1] that τ is the weakest locally convex topology in which < · , · > m is separately τ -continuous. Moreover, τ is a Hausdorff topology, because < · , · > m is nondegenerate. Therefore D admits a unique (up to isomorphism) τ -completion, which has all the needed properties and provides the space L for the B-series. 
is an isomorphism between {B R , I m } and {B R ′ , I e }, where 
Scattering on the Half Line
We apply below the results of the previous sections for analyzing the scattering operator of integrable models with reflecting boundary conditions in 1+1 space-time dimensions. The asymptotic particles of such models are parametrized by their rapidity θ ∈ R and internal "isotopic" index α = 1, ..., N . We recall that the energy-momentum vector is expressed in terms of θ and the mass m according to
An elastic reflection (p 0 , p 1 ) −→ (p 0 , −p 1 ) corresponds therefore to the transformation θ −→ −θ.
The fundamental building blocks for constructing the scattering operator are the matrices R β 1 β 2 α 1 α 2 (θ 1 , θ 2 ) and B β α (θ), which are supposed to satisfy eqs. (2.7,8) and (3.9,10). We allow for R to depend on θ 1 and θ 2 separately (and not only on θ 1 − θ 2 ), because in general the presence of boundaries brakes down Lorentz invariance.
A crucial observation is that the algebra B R alone does not determine the scattering operator S we are looking for: one must fix in addition an involution I m . The latter selects a Fock representation F R,B;m , which is the main ingredient for constructing S.
Postponing the discussion of the physical meaning of the choice of m ∈ M (R, B) to the end of this section, it might be instructive for the time being to describe the set M (R, B) for some familiar integrable model. We choose the SU (2) Thirring model. In this case N = 2 and setting θ 12 = θ 1 − θ 2 the relevant R-matrix reads
where E αβ are the Weyl matrices and
The general solution of eqs.(3.9,10), subject to the physical constraint of boundary crossing symmetry [9] , is given in [2] . Let us concentrate for simplicity on the diagonal solutions
with η ∈ C and with compact support C ∞ 0 (R):
We will adopt also the notation Then F in and F out are generated by finite linear combinations of the vectors (k ≥ 1)
.., α k = 1, ..., N } (4.12) and E out = { Ω, a * ( g 1 ) · · · a * ( g k ) Ω : g 1 β 1 ≻ · · · ≻ g k β k ≻ 0, ∀ β 1 , ..., β k = 1, ..., N } (4.13)
respectively. By construction both F in and F out are linear subspaces of the Hilbert space F R,B;m (H).
Notice that in general there are elements of F 0 R,B;m (H) which belong neither to F in nor to F out . We call them mixed vectors. Linear combinations involving both in-and out-states provide examples of such vectors. In spite of the existence of mixed vectors, the subspaces F in and F out satisfy a sort of asymptotic completeness, which is essential for constructing the S-matrix. More precisely, one has Proposition 8. F in and F out separately are dense in F R,B;m (H).
Proof: We focus on F in . Let ϕ ∈ F R,B;m (H) and let us assume that
(4.14)
In order to prove the thesis, we have to show that ϕ = ϕ (0) , ϕ (1) , ..., ϕ (n) , ... = 0.
Obviously ϕ (0) = 0. Let us consider ϕ (n) for arbitrary but fixed n ≥ 1. Eq.(3.26) and eq.(4.14) imply that
for all f 1 , ..., f n such that f 1 α 1 ≻ · · · ≻ f n α n ≻ 0 ∀ α 1 , ..., α n = 1, ..., N . Therefore ϕ (n) α 1 ...α n (θ 1 , ..., θ n ) = 0 (4.16) in the domain θ 1 > · · · > θ n > 0. Finally, using that ϕ (n) ∈ H n R,B has definite exchange and reflection properties described by eqs. (3.23,24) , one can extend the domain of validity of (4.16) and conclude that ϕ (n) actually vanishes almost everywhere in R n .
Clearly, a similar argument applies also to the case of F out .
We observe in passing that the definition of F in and F out does not explicitly involve the boundary generators {b β α (θ)}. This fact is not surprising because Ω is cyclic with respect to {a * α (θ)}.
At this point we are ready to define the scattering matrix S and to prove that it is a unitary operator in F R,B;m (H). The construction consists essentially of three steps.
One starts by defining S as the following mapping of E out onto E in :
S a * ( g 1 )a * ( g 2 ) · · · a * ( g k )Ω = a * (g 1 )a * (g 2 ) · · · a * (g k )Ω ,
where g 1 β 1 ≻ · · · ≻ g k β k ≻ 0, ∀ β 1 , ..., β k = 1, ..., N . It is not difficult to check that
Moreover, S is invertible and
The second step is to extend S and S −1 by linearity to the whole F out and F in respectively. Clearly, one has to show that these extensions are correctly defined. Consider for instance S and suppose that there exist a sequence
In order to prove that the linear extension of S is not ambiguous, we have to show that a * (g 1 )a * (g 2 ) · · · a * (g k )Ω = M i=1 a * (g i 1 )a * (g i 2 ) · · · a * (g i k )Ω . The argument is as follows. In the domain θ 1 > θ 2 > ... > θ k > 0 eq.(4.21) implies that
Because of the support properties of {g j } and {g i j } one has that eq.(4.23) holds actually in R k , which projected by P Let us collect now some of the essential properties of S. First of all one has SH n R,B ⊂ H n R,B , which should be expected from integrability. Moreover, in contrast to the case without boundary, where the scattering operator leaves invariant each oneparticle state, the S-matrix constructed above acts nontrivialy on H 1 R,B . Second, we observe that the matrix elements of S between out-states in the Fock space F R,B;e (H) reproduce precisely the transition amplitudes derived by Cherednik [3] . The natural question arising at this point concerns the physical meaning of the choice of involution.
For answering this question we consider two generic asymptotic states ϕ in ∈ F in and ψ out ∈ F out . If both m, e ∈ M(R, B) + , one may compare the transition amplitudes associated with the involutions I m and I e . One finds
where ϕ in d and ψ out d are the "dressed" in-and out-states
..β n (θ 1 , ..., θ n ) = m †γ 1 β 1 (θ 1 ) · · · m †γ n β n (θ n )(ψ out ) (n) γ 1 ...γ n (θ 1 , ..., θ n ) . Conditions (2.7,8) and (3.9,10) are standard for the scattering on the half line. The same is true for (2.13) which is usually imposed in the slightly stronger form R †β 1 β 2 α 1 α 2 (θ 1 , θ 2 ) = R β 1 β 2 α 1 α 2 (θ 2 , θ 1 ) , (4.27)
known as Hermitian analyticity. The condition (3.6) appears to our knowledge for first time in the present paper. We emphasize that (3.6) is essential for the unitarity of S and represents therefore an useful criterion for selecting possible reflection matrices. In the case of the SU (2) Thirring model one gets in this way the restriction Re η = 0 in eqs. (4.4,5) .
Let us mention also that if R depends on the difference θ 12 ≡ θ 1 − θ 2 , one usually assumes [12, 23] that R admits a suitable continuation to the complex θ 12 -plane, which satisfies crossing symmetry, has certain pole structure, etc. In that case also B is required to have a continuation in the complex θ-plane, which obeys boundary crossing symmetry [9] . In our example (see eqs.(4.2-5)) R and B admit such continuations.
Finally, the bootstrap equations [8, 23] 
Outlook and Conclusions
In the present paper we introduced the algebra B R , whose exchange properties have been extracted from Cherednik's work on scattering in integrable models with reflecting boundary conditions. We investigated some of the basic algebraic features of B R , constructing also two series of Fock representations. One of these series provides the framework for building unitary scattering operators. We have shown also that B R is a an element of a large family of algebras B R,λ , which can be studied in the same way as B R and which are expected to find relevant applications to statistical models with boundaries. It will be interesting in this respect to extend to B R,λ the notion of second R-quantization, developed in [16, 17] for the algebra A R .
We point out finally that one can further generalize B R,λ by eliminating the condition (2.7) and/or (3.10) . In this case, instead with the Weyl group W n , one has to deal with an infinite dimensional group W ′ n , which is freely generated by the elements {τ ′ , σ ′ i : i = 1, ..., n − 1} satisfying the relations (3.13,14), but not (3.15 ). Recent investigations [14] show actually that the group W ′ n appears in many different physical
